
Vocabulary and Comprehension Quiz 
__________________________: This is very high up from the ground and is where most of the 
rainforest creatures live.  
 
__________________________: I am a nocturnal creature. I make an extremely noisy squawking 
sound, especially at night and I look rather peculiar. 
 
__________________________: I move incredibly slowly and carefully. I am also nocturnal and I 
spend most of my time hanging upside down.  
 
__________________________: Even though people would be frightened of my long, slithering 
body, my bite is not venomous.  
__________________________: I eat mainly moths, crickets, flies and grasshoppers and I love to 
hop around. 
 
__________________________: I am multi-coloured: red, yellow and blue and I have a large,   
powerful beak which helps me eat nuts, seeds and sometimes insects. 
 
__________________________: I am famous for being beautifully spotty and having extremely 
sharp, powerful teeth and claws.  



Now, label these rainforest animals. 



Vocabulary and Comprehension Quiz 
__________________________:   It is extremely hot and not a lot grows here.  

 

__________________________:  It is very dark here and only insects, frogs and snakes live here amongst 
the few plants that don't need much sunlight.  
 

__________________________:  It is extremely high up here. Lots of the rainforest creatures live here 
because it is sunny and there are lots of fruit and seeds.  

 
__________________________: This is where the enormous trees peek above the thick canopy.  

 
__________________________: To still live even though it might be dangerous.  

 

__________________________: A place that protects you from bad weather or danger. 

 

__________________________: The home or environment of an animal or plant. 

 

__________________________: A bed made of canvas or rope mesh 
hanging from two supports like two trees.  
 

__________________________: Horribly rough or severe. 



Now, label the rainforest layers. 



Answers 
 

Canopy: This is very high up from the ground and is where most of the rainforest creatures live.  
Potoo: I am a nocturnal creature. I make an extremely noisy squawking sound, especially at night and I look rather 
peculiar.  
Sloth: I move incredibly slowly and carefully. I am also nocturnal and I spend most of my time hanging upside down.  
Emerald Tree Boa: Even though people would be frightened of my long, slithering body, my bit is not venomous.  
Red-Eyed Tree Frog: I eat mainly moths, crickets, flies and grasshoppers and I love to hop around.  
Scarlet Macaw: I am multi-coloured: red, yellow and blue and I have a large, powerful beak which helps me eat nuts, 
seeds and sometimes insects. 
Jaguar: I am famous for being beautifully spotty and having extremely sharp, powerful teeth and claws.  



Monday 29th June 2020            Vocabulary Writing Challenge 

Use this picture and the pictures of the 
rainforest layers and / or rainforest animals 

to inspire your sentences.  
Challenge yourself to write expanded noun 

phrases. Look at the quiz for examples. 



 Year 2: Spell with contractions 
 

Read these contractions carefully 
and remember where the apostrophe goes. 
cannot becomes can’t 
could not becomes couldn’t 

would not becomes wouldn’t 
Should not becomes shouldn’t 
I will becomes I’ll 
Do not becomes don’t 
Did not becomes didn’t 
I have becomes I’ve 
I had becomes I’d 
Now cover this list up! 

Tuesday 30th June 2020                                Spelling Challenge 

Year 3: Spell with the suffixes ‘ous’, ‘tion’ and 
‘sion’ 
 

Circle or underline the correctly spelt word. 
poinsonus        poisonous       poysonus 
dangerous      danjerus         dangeras 
delicias          delishous     delicious 
nervus            vervous          nervas 
fabulas           fabulus           fabulous 
vishion            vision             visizion 
precizion         precision         precishion 
decision          deciszion         decishun 
illushun           illusion            illuzion 
occasion         ocasion           occasion 
intruzion        intrusion         intrushun 
collision          collizion          colision 

Write these contraction words out, putting the apostrophe in the correct place: 
cant         couldn't        wouldnt         shouldnt         Ill     dont         didnt         Ive     Id 



Tuesday 30th June 2020                    Spelling Writing Challenge 
 
Year 2                    Year 3 

can’t 
couldn’t 
wouldn’t 
shouldn’t 

I’ll 

don’t 
didn’t 
I’ve 
I’d 

poisonous 
dangerous 
delicious 
nervous 
fabulous 
vision 

precision 
decision 
illusion 
occasion  
intrusion 
collision 



Wednesday 1st July 2020                Conjunction Writing Challenge 
Warm Up (for Year 2 & 3) 

the south american rattlesnakes bite is      
extremely dangerous because its venom      
attacks the nervous system strongly. you 
should be very cautious when walking through 
the rainforest and if you come across one of 
these snakes youre doomed 

apostrophe for possession         apostrophe for contraction         capitals for names       
   capitals to start sentences      exclamation mark or    full stop     



Wednesday 1st July 2020                Conjunction Writing Challenge 
Main Challenge (for Year 2 & 3) 

Using a variety of conjunctions is important to keep your 
writing interesting for you audience. Write some sentences 
to practise using lots of different conjunctions. 
 

There are examples and word banks below, use the chillies to 
help you challenge yourself! 
 

Super-Hot Challenge:  start a sentence with 
              although, because or despite 

and     because    that Use more than one conjunction 
(maximum of two) when    if    but    or 



Do some research about the   
Malaysian rainforest, using the 
questions to help you. 

Write three or more paragraphs, using 
the answers you find. Make sure you 
group sentences about similar           
information together. 

Write one paragraph by choosing three questions 
which go together then write a full sentence to 
answer each one. 

Write two paragraphs by 
choosing some questions 
which go together.           

For example, questions about: 
 this kind of animal 
 living in the rainforest 
 rain 

Thursday 2nd July 2020                                                Paragraph Writing Challenge 



Friday 3rd July 2020                                                Sick Sentences Writing Challenge 

Hot Challenge 
Use interesting verbs to create the ‘active voice’. For example: 
 

Luscious, green plants surround the house which is hidden deep in the Malaysian Rainforest. 
 
Sheltered beneath the large,  green leaf,  he waited for the storm to pass.  

 Try joining two ideas together using a conjunction: and   
but   so   when  (this is called a compound sentence) 

 Use adjectives to create some expanded noun phrases, 
for example:    

        *heavy rain                 *looming storm 
        *giant, green leaf       *bright and flashing lighting 

 Use a conjunction such as: 
while    if     though 

 Try using prepositions to add detail about where 
things are:  

  around     above    below     beneath     beside       


